
Fiscal History of U.S. Whaling, 1862–1872
The exhibit is now online at: https://revenuedocuments.wixsite.com/mysite

Difficulty of acquisition; exhibit importance. Whaling-related stamped documents are rarely offered for 
sale, and highly prized by collectors of whaling memorabilia. It is only after decades of extensive searching 
and aggressive bidding that filling even a single frame with varied material has been possible.

Treatment. The paucity of material allows little latitude in constructing a storyline. Fortunately the time 
course of the enterprise―turning whales into money―allows the available pieces to be arranged in a 
satisfying sequence: 

•	 preparation (master’s contract, insurance policies); 
•	 departure (customs house manifest); 
•	 the chase (resupply/repairs via bills of exchange made in distant ports); 
•	 selling the oil.

Philatelic Importance. Because whaling-related documents are so scarce, within the context of this 
exhibit every item is of high importance; remove any one and the exhibit would suffer. But fully half 
the documents are significant at a higher level, within the overarching field of U.S. Civil War era fiscal 
history, by virtue only of their stamps, origins, or types/rates. These are pieces that would be highlights 
of any exhibit they appeared in: 

•	 one of two recorded U.S. documents of the Civil War era  with stamps of three countries, simultaneously 
the choicest of the four recorded originating in New Zealand;

•	 Manifest $3 rate (one of five recorded bearing the matching $3 Manifest); 

•	 sole recorded U.S. stamped document of the Civil War era originating in Chile;

•	 three of the twelve recorded U.S. stamped documents of the Civil War era originating in Hawaii;

•	 U.S. plus California 1861 Exchange $2 rate (twelve recorded).

Four of these were included in U.S. Civil War Era Fiscal History Panorama (Grand Prix-nominated at NY2016), 
comprised of the crème de la crème of U.S. revenue-stamped documents.

1870 bill of exchange drawn by master of Yankee whaling bark  “Louisa” at Manganui, New Zealand, to pay for supplies. 
New Zealand Stamp Duty embossed 8d (middle right)impressed upon execution; Great Britain Foreign Bill 1s affixed upon 
endorsement; and U.S. 20¢ Inland Exchange added upon acceptance in New Bedford by whaling factors Swift & Allen. 



Historical significance of items. To my mind the most striking and memorable aspect of this exhibit is the 
historical significance of five key items, already cited above for their philatelic importance:

•	 June 1864 outward manifest of the William Thompson, soon to be burned in the Arctic by the 
Confederate raider Shenandoah June 22, 1865; 

•	 October 1864 San Francisco bill of exchange by master of the Jireh Swift, soon to be fired on by the 
Shenandoah June 22, 1865 (widely considered the final shot of the Civil War!), then burned; 

•	 three 1863–9 Honolulu bills of exchange by masters of the Fanny and Massachusetts, crushed by ice 
in the Arctic in the “Disaster of 1871.” (One is a bill of emigré Alexander Cartwright, “the man who 
invented baseball”!) 

These are pieces that would be worthy of mention in any treatise on whaling during this decade, let alone 
its philately. Respectfully, it is unusual to find any exhibit including even one item with this level of historical 
importance. Here are five in a single frame.

Topic Importance. Single frames by their nature typically address “small” topics. This one encompasses 
an entire industry of an entire country. To the response that it was restricted to a few cities: recognition 
that such an industry exists, significant but so localized that its essental paper trail fits into single frame, is 
precisely the achievement of this choice! Are there others? And yes, the nerve center was localized, but as 
illustrated here, its ships ranged the globe, generating documents thousands of miles from their home ports. 

Historical significance of the industry. Apart from its well-documented contemporary economic importance, 
the American whaling industry had two long-lasting effects of great current significance: the inclusion of 
Hawaii and Alaska as part of the United States. The presence of American whalers in the western Arctic 
beginning about 1840 added important impetus to our purchase of Alaska in 1867. And Hawaii’s role as a 
refitting, resupply and transshipping center for whalers beginning in 1819 was a significant contributor to the 
American presence there, which led to its annexation in 1898.

Documents shown here testify to both of these connections.

References. Seminal articles by the exhibitor, “A Find of Stamped Whaling Manifests” and “Whaling-Related 
Revenue Stamped Documents of the Civil War Era,” July-August 2007, pp. 72–79, 80–94, are online at https://
www.revenuer.org/the-american-revenuer-archive.asp.

October 1864 bill 
of exchange drawn 
in San Francisco by 
master of “Jireh 
Swift” of New 
Bedford, taxed 
by U.S. at 2¢ Bank 
Check rate, by 
California at 1861–6 
Exchange $2 rate.  
On June 22, 1865, 
the “Jireh Swift” 
was burned in 
the Bering Sea 
by the infamous 
Confederate raider 
“Shenandoah.” She  

had made a run for the Siberian coast, until a shot whistling past her stern brought her to. This is widely considered the 
final shot of the Civil War. Twenty minutes later the “Jireh Swift,” with 400 barrels of whale oil aboard, was in flames.


